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Figure 3.7.29:  Plumbing in the yard of House 9.  Installation of the pipe damaged the top course of the 
cesspit associated with House 9.  View to the west.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
3.7.4 No. 11 and No. 13 Steam Mill Street (Lots 56 and 57) 
 
3.7.4.1 Introduction 
Houses 11 and 13 are discussed together, like Houses 7 and 9, their histories are linked through 
ownership and development until the end of the century.  For detailed ownership and occupation 
see Vol 5, Appendix 5.2.  For detailed site plans see Figure 3.7.30, and Volume 4: Plans 10.29 to 
10.34.   
 
3.7.4.2 First Owners 
Thomas Barker did not sell House 11 until 1852 and House 13 until 1856.  Both were purchased by 
Patrick Moroney, a horse dealer.  It is not clear if Moroney built the houses, but the price he paid 
for the properties, £54 for No. 11 and £73 15s for No. 13, would suggest that they were 
undeveloped at the time.  The Moroney family owned the two lots until 1883, and are thought to 
be responsible for much of the development and construction within these two properties. 
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Figure 3.7.30: Archaeological evidence of Houses 11 and 13 throughout Phases 6, 7 and 8. 
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3.7.4.3 Construction and Configuration 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7.31: Houses 11 and 13 as depicted on the 1855 City Detail Sheets (left), the 1865 Trigonometrical 

Survey (centre) and Dove’s 1880 plan (right).  House 11 is on the left.  It has been incorrectly 
attributed to ‘Malone’ on the 1855 Sheets.  All plans are from the  Historical Atlas of Sydney, City 
of Sydney Archives. 

 
 
3.7.4.3.1 House 11 
The house at No. 11 was constructed before No. 13, sometime between 1852 and 1855.  It was a 
two-storey brick dwelling with three rooms and was built at the northern end of the lot, fronting 
Steam Mill Street (Figure 3.7.31).  The archaeological footings of the ground floor had two rooms, a 
front and a rear room separated by a dividing wall (Figure 3.7.32).  There were two fireplaces on the 
ground floor, a large one set in the eastern wall of the front room and a small one that served the 
kitchen in the rear.  The front room was the largest (Figure 3.7.33).  It measured 15ft 1in x  10ft 10in 
(4.6m x 3.3m, including the fireplace).  The rear room was 15ft 1in (4.6m) long and 9ft (2.75m) wide.  
 
The house itself was 17 feet 6 inches (5.35m) wide and 20 feet 10 inches (6.35m) long, and unlike 
houses 7 and 9, it had no access to the yard from the street-front.  All yards to the southern side of 
Steam Mill Street did have access to the yards from the rear land.   
 
The footings for the front room (context 8620) were constructed with roughly cut rectangular 
sandstone blocks (Figure 3.7.32).  They were an average size of 640mm x 250mm x 240mm and laid 
end to end stretcher fashion.  A buff coloured, coarse-grained, sand/shell mortar with infrequent 
grit and charcoal inclusions was combined with sandstone fragments used as packing in the voids 
between irregularly-shaped blocks (building materials samples #62, #63).  The footing was a neat, 
rectangular structure oriented north-south with the frontage on Steam Mill Street.  The walls of the 
rooms were wider then they were deep.  The western side of House 11 butted against the eastern 
side of House 9 (Figure 3.7.32).   
  

  

  11              13   11            13 
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Figure 3.7.32: The footings of House 11, outlined in red, looking from the rear of the house towards Steam 
Mill Street.  Brick footings on the right are from the NSW Fruit Exchange. View to the north.  Scale 
1m. 

 
 
The foundations for the northern and southern walls were the longest (5.35m) and the most 
substantial (590mm wide).  They were two courses deep with each course made with two rows of 
stone.  The rows were organised so that the most irregular face of each block was internal, and 
often a substantial amount of mortar and rubble packing was necessary to fill the void between 
rows.  The foundations for the east and west walls were 250mm wide and 3.51m long, and 
consisted of a single row of blocks, two courses deep.  A mortar and rubble packing similar to that 
used between rows in the north and south footings was used to fill the voids on the external faces 
between the houses.   
 
The size of the footings at the front of the house reflects the need to support the second storey 
which (in 1855) consisted of a single room above the front.  The footing for the kitchen, or rear 
room, was much poorer in construction method and material.  It was built separately and was 
constructed after the footings for the front of the house had been established.  The annotations on 
Dove’s 1880 plan of the house (Figure 3.7.31) show that only the front room of the house had a 
second storey.  This explains the need for such a substantial footing for the dividing wall between 
the front and rear rooms on the ground floor. 
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Figure 3.7.33: The front room of House 11 after the excavation of the underfloor deposit.  The central wall 
footing in the location of the 1m scale shows two lines of stone with rubble packing.  View to the 
southeast.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
The kitchen, the rear room, was built on a poorly-constructed foundation of irregularly-shaped 
sandstone blocks that were in some locations only roughly rectangular (Figure 3.7.34).  They were 
laid in a single course directly on the surface of levelling fills.  There was no second storey above the 
kitchen, and it appeared to have been constructed in a manner that would not have supported one 
even if it was desired.  The kitchen footing was three walls, south, east and west, with the fourth 
being the rear wall of the front room in the north.  A dark-brown sand and fine clay particle mix 
incorporating flecks of charcoal and coarse sandstone grains was used to compensate for the 
irregular shape of the stone in the footing.  Instead of the footing being dug into the ground, stone 
blocks were pedestalled on the dark brown sandy mix so that a flat surface was produced at the top 
of the course.  Straight edges of the stones were presented to the internal face of the wall so that 
the interior was a neatly finished rectangle.  The east and west footings were 2.84m in length and 
330mm wide, and consisted of a single line of Stones.  Larger elements of rubble packing confused 
the appearance of this footing in some locations.  The southern footing was a little more 
substantial, but it would have contained a small chimney and included a space for a door, 
demanding greater support from the remaining sections of the wall.  It was constructed in two 
courses, with two lines of stone.  A large, neatly cut and well-worn sandstone threshold stone 
indicated the location of the back door that led out into the yard.  The stone was in a position west 
of centre in the southern foundation.  Its dimensions were 1300mm x 340mm x 190mm and it 
contained notched recesses for the door jamb.   
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Figure 3.7.34: The rear room of House 11 after excavation of the underfloor deposit.  The fireplace (context 
8554) is on the right (southwest) in the corner of the room and the foundation for the east wall of 
House 9 is in the foreground.  The western footing of House 11, Room 2 buts against the wall of 
House 9.  View to the east.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
A fill layer (context 8624) was introduced beneath the rear room after the construction of the 
footing 8506.  This had the effect of consolidating the footing, which had no footing trench.  The fill 
may have limited flooding of the underfloor cavity and minimised flood damage to the poorly 
constructed footing.  The fill (context 8624) consisted of a clay and coarse-grained sand mix 
including occasional pockets of sand/shell mortar.   
 
The two ground floor rooms both had fireplaces but they each had very different methods of 
construction.  The fireplace in the front room was located against the east wall in the centre (Figure 
3.7.30, Vol 4: Plan 10.30).  Extensive damage to the structure in the early 20th century left only 
partial remains of it intact.  It was built with neatly cut rectangular sandstone blocks, the largest was 
380mm x 420mm x 290mm, and sandstock bricks (Figure 3.7.35).  The sandstone blocks were 
arranged in two rows against the footing, and were height-adjusted with pedestals of construction 
debris (context 8621).  Two courses of sandstock brick, including flat and oval frogs, were laid on 
this surface, keying the fireplace into the eastern wall, and probably representing the fabric of the 
chimney).  The sandstock bricks were 240mm x 110mm x 70mm (building materials samples #41, 
#117, #174).   
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Figure 3.7.35: The remains of the brick structure (context 8588) that framed the fireplace in the front room 
of House 11.  View to the north.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
The fireplace in the rear room was located in the southwest corner.  A poorly constructed support 
(context 8554) for the hearthstone was all that remained (Figure 3.7.36).  The support consisted of 
rectangular sandstone blocks averaging 210mm x 240mm, sandstone rubble, and sandstock bricks 
bearing a rectangular frog.  These elements were arranged haphazardly into a loose rectangle 
measuring 1.2m x 1.26m.  This support structure was one course deep and had no mortar.  The 
uppermost surfaces were around 110mm below the top of the footing for the rear room.  The bricks 
were 240mm x 110mm x 70mm.  Most were damaged and probably re-used.  
 
The partial remains of three timber joists (context 8561) were present in the western third of the 
front room of House 11, and in the northeast corner near the fireplace (see Vol 2, Section 7.4: 
Figure 10.15).  The joists were oriented north-south at intervals of 400mm.  All joists were about 
40mm wide, with the greatest length at 2.9m.  The joists were preserved within the later clay fill 
(context 8560).   
 
In the rear room, only impressions of the joists and the partial remains of one bearer survived.  Five 
depressions represented the north-south orientation of the joists.  Impressions were between 
10mm and 50mm wide and were spaced at irregular intervals ranging from 640mm to 1.05m.  What 
was left of the bearer was insubstantial.  It was oriented east-west, abutting the southern footing of 
8620.  The joists and the bearer were allocated the same context number (context 8555). 
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Figure 3.7.36: The remains of the fireplace support (context 8554) in the rear room of House 11.  The corner 
of the threshold stone can be seen in the upper left of the image.  View to the south.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
3.7.4.3.2 House 13 
House 13 was probably not built until 1856.  Although it appears on the 1855 City Detail Sheets 
(Figure 3.7.31), it is worth noting that the currently available versions of these documents are 
tracings from the 1880s, and contain information recorded after 1855.37  The deceptive result of 
this is that additions to the originals that occurred in the interim are not distinguished, but rather 
traced with the same hand in the same style, and all objects appear contemporary. 
 
The 1855 City Detail Sheets also show some errors in the transcribing of the ownership of the lots, 
with the street order of the ownership of the lots reversed.  Hanson is shown in ownership of 
houses 15 and 13 instead of 7 and 9, and MacNamara is shown as owner of House 7 instead of 
House 15. 
 
Importantly, the depiction of Houses 11 and 13 on the 1855 City Detail Sheets suggests they are 
under the same ownership.  The yard of House 13 is depicted as significantly encroaching upon that 
of its western neighbour, No. 11.  The lots were not under the same ownership until No. 13 was 
purchased by Patrick Moroney in 1856, and so it is unlikely that the structures shown had been built 
by 1855.   

                                                           
37 The entry for this series in the City of Sydney Archives reports that on the key map “it is noted that "The draftsmanship 
on this and the 1879 map would appear to be identical and probably made before the 1897 map which was made in 1880. 
Again, this map shows later work than the 1897 and I believe it was the nucleus for the 1897 map". This is signed ‘AHB’ 
and dated 22 November 1883’ (City of Sydney Archives NSCA CRS 502).  The apparent confusion concerning the dating of 
objects on the plan suggests that we cannot assume that the City Detail Sheets accurately reflect the built environment of 
1855. 
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In 1858 House 13 was recorded as a two storey, four-roomed brick house with a shingle roof (Vol 5, 
Appendix 5.2.2).  Its frontage was on Steam Mill Street with a long yard leading to a back lane that 
was accessed by a gate in the southeast corner of the back fence (Figure 3.7.31).  Despite the extra 
room it had the same value as the property at No. 11.  The footings revealed two ground floor 
rooms in a house that was around 16 feet (5m) wide (there was considerable damage to the eastern 
footing) and 24 feet 7 inches (7.5m) long (Figure 3.7.37).  The two ground floor rooms were 
separated by a substantial footing for a dividing wall.  The front room was 13 feet 9 inches (4.2m) 
long and 11 feet 1 inches (3.4m) wide.  The rear room was the same length but was slightly 
narrower at 9 feet (2.75m) wide.  There was no evidence of a fireplace in either room, although 
both rooms had suffered extensive damage in the east from 20th century piling and other impacts 
(context 8509). 
 
The footings (context 8521) of House 13 were constructed with rectangular sandstone blocks, 
although the craftsmanship and quality varied throughout.  The front wall was widest, but only one 
course remained.  It was built with large, neatly cut blocks measuring 510mm x 400mm x 270mm.  
The central dividing wall was four courses deep and was probably the best representative of the 
supporting walls.  The depth of this footing suggested that the configuration of the ground floor was 
repeated on the second storey, with the dividing wall continuing to the roof.  Not all of the blocks 
used in the footing fitted well together and a sand/shell mortar littered with small flecks of charcoal 
and grit was used in combination with rough-cut stones of varying size to seal the gaps between the 
ill-fitting main stones (building materials sample #63, #64). 
 
 

Figure 3.7.37:  The footings of House 13, outlined in red, after excavation of the underfloor deposits.  There 
is considerable damage to the eastern wall (Right) from 20th-century piling.  View to the south.  
Scale 1m. 

  

Threshold stone 
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The footings of the dividing wall and the southern wall used rectangular sandstone blocks of 
differing size, averaging 650mm x 320mm x 140mm.  The stone blocks in these two footings were 
arranged in a single row, head to head.  A large, neatly cut and well-worn sandstone threshold block 
was centrally located in the rear wall.  This doorway led from the back room into the yard.  The 
threshold stone dimensions were 200mm x 320mm x 1090mm and it contained recesses into which 
a door jamb was fitted.   
 
An addition was built onto the rear of the house (Figure 3.7.38).  The Rates Assessments suggest 
that this may not have occurred until a short time before 1871, when the assessment books record 
an additional room in the dwelling.  However, after this date, the house was again recorded as a 4-
room structure and so this change in description may not be as definitive as first suggests.  The 
addition is clearly shown on the 1865 plan (Figure 3.7.31) and the addition is drawn in the style of 
the 1865 amendments38 (the colour indicates that it was brick).  However, this plan contains 
notations for later additions until the 1880s.    Its depiction on the 1855 City Detail Sheets is also 
misleading as these sheets are in fact 1880s tracings.39  The fact that it was probably constructed 
before 1865 but was not recorded as a room in the Rates Assessment, despite the domestic nature 
of the occupation material therein, indicates that the records should be considered helpful but not 
always accurate.   
  
 

Figure 3.7.38: The interior of the addition to the rear of House 13.  The remains of bearers can be seen 
against the footing of the original rear wall of the house.  View to the north.  Scale 1m. 

 
 

                                                           
38 City of Sydney Archives, Descriptive Notes for NSCA CRS 1042: Trigonometrical survey of the City of Sydney. 
39 See footnote 38.  
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The addition footings (context 8522) were a single row of three large neatly cut sandstone blocks 
(of varying dimensions) that abutted the rear wall of the house at its northern end (see Figure 
3.7.38, lower left).  These blocks were laid in a single course, with no visible mortar.  They formed a  
straight face to the interior of the addition.  The length of the footing was 1.84m, and due to the 
varied size of its components, its width ranged from 340mm to 520mm.  It butted against the 
southern wall of the rear room of the house.  The eastern footing of the addition was probably 
destroyed by an early 20th century cut (context 8509).  There was no evidence of a southern 
footing, although later installation of services in this area (context 8516) may have resulted in its 
removal.  What remained of this room suggested that it was at least 3.7m (12 feet 1 inch) long and 
1.84m (6 feet) wide (Figure 3.7.38).  
 
Shadows of joists and bearers were present to some degree in all rooms of House 13.  The front 
room contained only fragmentary remains and impressions of the floor structure (context 8581, 
Figure 3.7.30, Vol 4: Plan 10.31).  Joist impressions were oriented north-south at intervals of 500mm 
and contained only fragile timber fragments.  Impressions were around 50mm in width with varying 
lengths.  Small timber fragments suggesting a bearer was placed against the footing of the dividing 
wall.  The fragmentary nature of this element made an estimation of dimensions problematic.  In 
the rear room, impressions were oriented north-south at intervals of 600mm.  Fragmentary timber 
bearers were supported by sandstock bricks set at perpendicular angles to the footings of the 
southern and dividing walls (see Vol 2, Section 7.4: Figure 9.33).  The southern bearer was 170mm 
wide, abutted the southern footing, and was supported by four bricks at irregular intervals.  Two 
bricks supported the bearer abutting the dividing wall in the north, a less substantial element with a 
width of 50mm.  They were allocated a single context number (context 8582). 
 
 

Figure 3.7.39: The remains of the bearer against the northern wall of the addition at the rear of the House 
13.  Scale 1m. 
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Within the footings of the addition at the back of the house, impressions of joists were around 
80mm wide and were oriented north-south at intervals ranging from 525mm-710mm.  The remains 
of a single timber bearer of spotted gum (building materials sample #52) up to 30mm wide abutted 
the footing for the back wall of the house on its exterior face (Figure 3.7.39).40  The bearer was 
supported by damaged sandstock bricks including one with a rectangular frog (building materials 
samples #53, #54, #71).  Sandstone rubble was also employed in this capacity at irregular intervals 
along the length of the bearer.  All elements were allocated the context number 8562. 
 
3.7.4.4 Establishing the Yards and Construction of the Cesspits 
The cesspit associated with House 11 (context 8662) was located at the rear of the yard, in the 
southwest corner (Figure 3.7.31; Vol 4: Plan 10.31).  No remains of the cesspit associated with 
House 13 survived but historic plans indicate it was in a similar location in the southwest corner of 
that lot.  That part of the site had been heavily and deeply disturbed by 20th-century services.   
 
House 11 
The cesspit in House 11 was built with sandstock bricks displaying a cigar-shaped frog.  The bricks 
were 220mm x 105mm x 60mm, laid in a single row on four sides, and coursed in a stretcher bond, 
17 courses survived (Figure 3.7.40).  It was 984mm long, 900mm wide and 930mm deep on the 
inside.  Unlike the cesspits in Nos 7 and 9, it had a brick base.  The configuration of the brick base 
was unknown because of the waterlogged state of the cesspit.  A pale brown sandy clay mix 
characteristic of reclamation fills abutted the structure on all sides.  No cut for the structure was 
detected, as it was constructed flush against the surrounding fill (context 8906).  Any yard surfaces 
associated with the use of the cesspit appeared to have been removed at the time of demolition. 
 

Figure 3.7.40: The sandstock brick cesspit associated with House 11.  The large sandstone pavers (context 
8667) belonged to a later phase of building.  View to the north.  Scale 1m.   

                                                           
40 Kuiters 2010: 11, Vol 3, Section 8.8. 
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Two fill events representing the earliest modifications in the yard of House 11 occurred in the mid-
yard area.  The first fill (context 8533) was tightly packed and consisted of crushed white shell and 
very fine, pale sands.  It covered an area of at least 3m x 1.5m.  
 
Sometime after this fill was laid down an irregularly shaped-depression (context 8534), 2.45m long 
and 1.5m wide, appeared in the yard (Figure 3.7.41, Figure 3.7.30, Vol 4: Plan 10.31).  It had 
unevenly sloping sides and was 280mm deep. The depression may have been the result of localised 
subsidence of the reclamation fills below.  The surface was re-levelled with an artefact-rich, coarse-
grained sandy mix (context 8520).  The fill was grey-brown with discrete patches of yellow sand.  It 
was littered liberally with charcoal, sandstone and sandstock brick fragments.  It also included small 
pockets of red and yellow clay.  It spilled out thinly beyond the lip of the depression.  Broken bottle 
glass, bone, iron and ceramic were present throughout the fill, suggesting it was an opportunistic fill 
event that utilised whatever materials were at hand. 
 
The area around and above the depression was further consolidated by a levelling fill of mottled red 
and yellow clays.  The clays were up to 140mm deep and tightly compacted.  They covered an area 
of at least 4m x 2m.  They showed no signs of prolonged exposure and are unlikely to have been a 
surface for any length of time.   
 
An additional fill capped the area above the depression.  Industrial waste material including soot, 
ash, industrial gravels and coarse-grained sands were used to consolidate the surface.  The fill was 
in a roughly circular patch of 850mm diameter and was 60mm deep.  It occurred above the deepest 
part of the original subsidence. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7.41: The yards of Houses 7, 9, 11 and 13.  The remains of brick paving as well as a mixture of fills 

used to fill the depression 8534 can be seen in the yard of No. 11.  View to the east.  Scale 1m.  
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At least part of the yard of House 11 was paved with sandstock bricks (context 8658).  The paved 
area was 9.8m from the rear of the house, against the boundary with No. 9 (Figure 3.7.41).  The 
paving survived in a small patch of 1m x 1.7m, although its tumbling, irregularly broken edges and 
further scatters suggested that it originally occupied a greater area.  The bricks were mostly halves 
in poor condition.  There was no mortar.  The bricks were laid close together in a haphazard fashion 
on a tightly compacted sand and silt mix that represented the continuous build-up of a yard surface.  
This material (context 8519) was a composite layer of very similar accumulations.  It had inclusions 
of charcoal and sandstone fragments and appeared to continue accumulating after the construction 
of the brick paving, as it abutted the structure in many locations.  The fine and tightly compacted 
deposit appeared in a spread of uneven depth (up to 60mm) at the rear of the yard.  That the 
deposit was so fine-grained and was continually allowed to build up suggests that the yard was 
infrequently swept, as this material would have been easily shifted with a broom when it first 
settled.  Continued compaction from the movement of people or objects turned the successive 
layers of dust into a hard surface. 
 
House 13 
Much of the yard of House 13 had been rendered archaeologically worthless by 20th-century 
activity that included deep and wide service trenches and large piles (Vol 4: Plan 10.34).  However, 
some remains of a large shed or stables were still present on the eastern side of the yard.  This has 
been called a shed for the purposes of this report and on the archaeological plans.  This shed has 
been allocated to Phase 7 because it only appears on historic plans after 1865. 
 
The northern end of the shed had sandstone footings and a timber floor (Figure 3.7.42; Vol 4: Plan 
10.34).  Despite the sandstone footings, it is depicted on the 1865 plan as a timber structure (Figure 
3.7.31).  It appeared on the 1865 plan as being separated from the main body of the shed by a 
dividing wall.  The main body of the shed had a clay floor and was also constructed with timber.  It 
extended to the rear of the yard in No. 13. 
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Figure 3.7.42: Footings associated with the northern room of the shed.  Some damage to the structure 
occurred during the installation of plumbing and the construction of the NSW Fruit Exchange.  The 
large square block in the upper left was associated with that structure.  View to the south.  Scale 
1m. 

 
 
Stone footing 8523 formed the northern room of the shed.  It suggested a rectangular structure 
2.8m x 2.65m in plan.  Although it had suffered extensive damage from services and later piling 
activity in the area, there were partial remains of eastern, southern, and western footings.  Historic 
plans from 1865 onwards showed a northern wall independent of the main body of the house, 
although no evidence of this survived because of 20th-century impacts (Vol 4: Plan 10.34).  All 
footings were constructed with neatly cut, elongated rectangular blocks of sandstone with 
dimensions that deviated only marginally from 730mm x 270mm x 240mm.  Stones were laid head-
to-head in a single row of one course only.   
 
A levelling fill (context 8557) of moderately compacted red to mid-brown coarse sands and clay 
created an interior surface that may have preceded the timber floor.  Context 8557 contained a 
high density of sandstone and sandstock brick fragments and charcoal.  Broken ceramic, bottle 
glass, shell and bone were present within the fill.  Footing 8523 was roughly one quarter the size of 
the whole shed.  Although its northern boundaries were uncertain, occupation-related material 
suggests dimensions of at least 2.29m x 2.14m.   
 
Within 8523, two joist impressions were found (context 8632).  This was the only floor in No. 13 
which had joists oriented east-west.  The impressions were inconsistent and had widths of up to 
120mm.  Six sandstock bricks along the east and west wall footings may have acted as bearers as 
there is no evidence of an additional timber support.  The sandstock bricks were damaged and 
appeared to be re-used (building materials samples #31 & #182).  They displayed no frogs and had 
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dimensions of approximately 230mm x 110mm x 60mm when whole.  The sandstock bearers were 
laid on levelling fill 8557 and on the wall footings 8523.  All six bricks were described by the context 
number 8556. 
 
Evidence of the main part of this shed, the timber section, was less substantial.  In the area 
immediately south of footing 8523, levelling fills 8679 and 8689 were cut by six post holes in three 
locations, probably indicating two stages of building.  These structural elements are thought to 
represent the construction and repair of the western wall of the shed.  At both stages, three 
rectangular features indicated a line extending south from the exterior southwest corner of the 
footing 8523.  The post holes were not fully excavated (Figure 3.7.43).  At each end of the alignment 
the earlier post holes (context 8701) were cut by the later (context 8702).   
 
 

Figure 3.7.43: Postholes associated with the western side of the shed in the yard of House 13.  The earlier 
posthole (context 8701) has been cut by 8702.  North is to the right of the image.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
Timber remains including interior dividers and a baseplate were found at the rear of the lot (context 
8740, Figure 3.7.44).  There was no evidence for a timber floor.  The baseplate was 2.83m in length 
and was parallel to the rear lane at a distance of 1.6m.  Holes in the baseplate for upright timbers 
were of varying dimensions (some circular, some were long and sub-rectangular and appeared to 
occur at irregular intervals, although deterioration of the timber may account for misinterpretation 
of some natural cavities as deliberate.  Two partial divider remains were also present.  They were 
oriented east-west at intervals of 1150mm and 970mm.  A heavily deteriorated timber was oriented 
north-south and outlined the southeast corner of the structure, joining the baseplate at its eastern 
end.  This may have also been a baseplate, but it was difficult to determine due to the condition of 
decay. 
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Figure 3.7.44: Timber remains (context 8740) associated with the southern end of the shed in the yard of 
House 13.  The timber baseplate was sitting on clay fill (context 8711). View to the south. Scale 1m. 

 
 
The structural elements were preserved in a clay fill (context 8711) that appeared to have been 
introduced after construction.  It was composed of compact orange, red and white clays and 
included frequent sandstone fragments.  It had a maximum depth of 220mm.  Stratigraphically it is 
likely to represent the floor of the shed, although no occupation evidence was present. 
 
3.7.4.5 Occupation of House 11 
By 1858 Patrick Moroney, the owner of Nos 11 and 13, was living in House 13 and House 11 was 
unoccupied.  Patrick died age 46 in 1861.  He and his wife had nine children.  His wife continued to 
run the dray business from House 13.  House 11 was rented out to a string of unrelated tenants 
until the mid to late 1870s when it appears to be occupied by members of the family. When a Sub-
Committee of the Sewage and Health Board inspected parts of Denison Ward on 17 January 1876 
they described the Moroney’s houses as ‘occupied by persons living on their own property, and in 
clean good condition’.41   
 
The 1855 and 1865 surveys indicate that more of the land at the rear of the houses was fenced and 
being used by the Moroneys, the owners of House 13 (Figure 3.7.31).  Percy Dove’s 1880 plan 
shows the property as it was surveyed in 1879 (Figure 3.7.31).42  This survey is noted for its detail.  
‘windows and doors are indicated, as is the number of storeys...Right of ways, archways and 

                                                           
41 Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board, ‘Eleventh Progress Report’, LAV&P 1875-6 (5): 609. 
42‘Letters from Percy Dove to the Town Clerk confirm that his plans of Sydney were completed in 1879’ (City of Sydney 
Archives, Descriptive Notes for NSCA CSR 150 Dove’s Plans of Sydney). 
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passages are all indicated’.43  Tellingly, there was no dividing fence between Nos 11 and 13 on 
Dove’s plan, supporting an interpretation that the two properties were occupied by the one family 
and that the rear yard was probably used as a single business.  The plan also shows a large timber 
shed in the yard of House 11, which was no doubt used in the Moroney’s dray business and was 
part of the ‘range of stables’ described in the sale of the two properties in 1884.44  It is worth noting 
that by 1879 PN Russell’s Foundry Works was within 5m of the back of the yard of House 11 (Figure 
2.2 and 2.20).  A yard which would have accommodated animals and carts.  Despite the shared 
space between the two yards, it is likely that life at House 11 would have been a crowded, noisy and 
probably toxic experience for its occupiers.   
 
Mary Jane, daughter of Patrick and Mary Ann Moroney, and her husband Henry Christensen were 
living at No. 11 in 1882.  Her mother Mary Ann, who had been recorded as resident at both 
properties in 1880, died in 1883 (Vol 5, Appendix 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).  Notably, Sarah Ann Moroney, 
‘spinster’, was living at the house after its sale to R Jacobs in 1884,45 and Henry Christensen was 
recorded as the occupier of both No. 11 and No. 13 in 1885, indicating that the Moroney family still 
had a strong relationship with the properties after their sale.  In 1883 the house at No. 11 was 
described as ‘4 rooms, with [a] detached weatherboard room’.   
 
Sarah Ann was named as attorney to her brother David who was in San Francisco at the time of the 
sale.  Her active participation in business activities and some indication of her personality is 
apparent in a notice that she posted in the Herald while resident at No. 11: 

I HEREBY caution any person giving credit on my account from this date without my written 

authority. SARAH ANN MORONEY, 11, Steam Mill-street, Sydney 15th September, 1884.46  
 

By 1890 there was no further record of the Moroneys at No. 11.  Frederick Burford, a van 
proprietor, was residing there in that year as a notice in the Herald testifies.  Burford’s occupation 
and his ability to keep a large animal (see below) bears witness to the continued use of the stables 
in the yard of House 11: 

FOUND, Strawberry COW, branded HF near, 7V off. Owner can have same by paying expenses. If 

not claimed in 3 days will be sold. F. Burford, 11, Steam Mill-street.47 
 

Burford was also listed in the 1891 Assessment Books and the 1893 Sands Directory at No. 11 (Vol 5, 
Appendices 5.2).  By 1896 Burford was gone and Margaret Freidwalt was residing at No. 11. There 
was no information available concerning Margaret at the time of writing and she was the last 
resident recorded in the Rates Assessments at No. 11. 
 
3.7.4.6 Occupation Evidence within House 11 
The cavity beneath the rear room of the house contained a substantial underfloor accumulation 
(context 8529; Vol 4: Plan 10.32).  An artefact-rich, dark grey-brown mix of fine sands and silt 
occurred across the entirety of the rear room.  The deposit had been cut by the installation of 
plumbing (context 8692) beneath the house in the late 19th century (see below) but in subsequent 
years similarly fine material continued to accumulate over the cut (Figure 3.7.45).  The installation 
of the plumbing is likely to have distorted the distribution pattern of artefacts in the deposit.  The 
underfloor material was excavated in a 500mm x 500mm grid, in 50mm spits.  It was sieved through 
3mm and 5mm nested sieves, which accounts for the high proportion of smaller artefacts, such as 
fish scales and beads, that were recovered from this deposit.  It contained charcoal, fish bones, fish 

                                                           
43 City of Sydney Archives, Descriptive Notes for NSCA CSR 150 Dove’s Plans of Sydney. 
44 Sydney Morning Herald 17 November 1883, p 16. 
45 A notice in Sydney Morning Herald 16 September 1884, p 2, states Sarah’s address as 11 Steam Mill Street. 
46 Sydney Morning Herald 16 September 1884, p 2. Emphasis in original. 
47 Sydney Morning Herald 20 February 1890, p 2. 
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scales, buttons, pins, eggshell, nails, ceramics, marbles, slate pencils, broken bottle glass, iron oxide 
clusters, render, wire, slate, beads, a pipe stem and bowls, and a brooch.  See Section 4 of this 
volume and specialist artefact reports in Vol 2.   
 
A total of 345 ceramic items (417 sherds) were found in deposit 8529.  Overall the ceramics found 
were those commonly representative of a domestic assemblage dating from the mid 19th-century 
to the turn of the century.  The decorative types represented were dominated by transfer-prints 
(58.2 per cent of the assemblage) in a range of colours, black, blue, brown, green, purple and red, 
and types, flow and pearlware.  The 11 transfer-printed patterns that appeared in the assemblage 
are commonly found on other Sydney historical excavations dating from the mid 19th-century.  The 
identified shapes in the deposit were all associated with the direct consumption of food. There 
were 19 plates and two cups, with the remaining 20 items being unidentified in shape because they 
were small sherds.  Other decorative types included banded, blue flow, creamware, gilded, 
handpainted bone china, handpainted and gilded, handpainted whiteware, lead glaze, moulded and 
handpainted, Rockingham glaze, salt glaze, spongeware, sprigged, white glazed – bone china and 
semi-vitreous fine earthenware, white-glazed and moulded, whiteware and yellow ware.   
 
 

Figure 3.7.45: The rear room of House 11 during excavation of the underfloor material (context 8529).  The 
remains of the underfloor accumulation can be seen within the depression associated with a 
service trench (context 8586) crossing diagonally through the room.  The threshold stone is to the 
left in the centre of the rear wall.  View to the west.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
A total of 10 main shapes were identified within the 345 ceramics.  There were 199 items that were 
unable to be classified in this category because of their small sherd sizes.  The identified shapes 
were all indicative of a domestic deposit, with the items representing food serving, consumption 
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and storage (jugs, cups, egg cups, plates, small plates, saucers, teapots, bottles), household 
ornamentation (a figurine), and clerical activities and literacy (penny ink bottles).  Of those 
associated with the direct consumption of food, there were 43 cups, two egg cups, 46 plates, three 
small plates, 37 saucers and two teapots.  See Section 4 for further analysis.  
 
There were 527 glass fragments, 332 items, recovered from the same underfloor deposit.  Ninety-
nine artefacts provided date-specific information that supported a deposition date of between 1850 
and 1900.  Beverage-related artefacts consisted of 82 alcohol bottles and one aerated-water bottle.  
Alcohol bottles were beer or wine, champagne, and gin or schnapps.  Food-related artefacts were 
condiment bottles and tableware.  The condiment bottles and jars included oil or vinegar, pickle or 
chutney and club sauce.  Identified tableware included a drinking glass, tumblers, and a cup.  The 
personal-related artefacts were a mirror and a watch part.  Pharmacy-related artefacts included 
medicine bottles, a stopper and a hypodermic syringe.  The medicine bottles belonged to patent 
medicine, such as fluid magnesia, a castor oil bottle, a poison bottle, and generic chemist or patent 
medicine bottle types.  The high relative frequency of pharmacy-related artefacts might indicate a 
serious or chronic medical problem by a member of the associated household or the presence of a 
medical practitioner at this location.  The services-related items were lamp shades. 
 
A total of 2802 fragments of animal bone were analysed from the underfloor cavity.  Sheep bones 
featured heavily in this context, followed by fish bones.  Additional food species included a high 
frequency of chicken, followed by pig and cattle, respectively.  The assemblage also contained 
bones of dog, cat, rabbit, rodents and two human teeth.  The frequency of species is consistent with 
those recovered from Area 8 as a whole with respect to food waste.  The high frequency of rats and 
mice is also characteristic of domestic contexts during this period in Sydney. 
 
A high proportion of the faunal remains had traces of butchery.  The cattle ribs were frequently 
sawn, while sheep elements had cut-marks.  Over 50 per cent of the assemblage had traces of 
rodent gnawing.   
 
There were 1317 items categorised as miscellaneous within the deposit.  Like the ceramics and 
glass, they were typical of a domestic assemblage dating from the mid 19th century.  However two 
items that dated from the early 1900s suggested that there was some contamination or disturbance 
to this deposit, as the house would have been demolished by that date.  A range of broken 
furnishings, furniture and fittings were found in the deposit that was typical of many Victorian 
homes.  These included rings for heavy curtains; framed pictures, mirrors or a clock; a lamp or 
ceiling chandelier.  The few cutlery items included two Fiddle pattern silvered teaspoons (one is 
shown in Figure 3.7.46). 
 
Beads were among the most common artefacts.  Many of the beads were small varieties but there 
were several larger pieces suitable for necklaces or even rosary beads.  In keeping with these items 
were two religious medals, Miraculous Mary and St Benedict.  These medals were identical to 
others found in Houses 9 and 19 and support that some of the tenants were Catholic.  Sewing and 
lacemaking activity evidence.  Pins were the most numerous sewing items and there were three 
thimbles including one with the name of ‘JOSEPHINA’ in incuse lettering. 
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Figure 3.7.46: Select household, arms, personal and food artefacts from the underfloor deposit beneath the 
rear room of House 11 (context 8529). Top row (left to right): prisms; mother-of-pearl inlay (4); .22 
marked 'B' gun cartridges. 2nd top row: clock/watch wheels and other parts. 2

nd
 bottom row: 

hanging or plug chain. Bottom row: Fiddle pattern teaspoon; fork/knife cylindrical bone handle. 
Gallery2.  Scale 10cm.  

 
 
In addition there were two bone nipple guards from baby feeding bottles or teething rings.  Other 
artefacts relating to children included crayons and as many as 96 worn-down or broken slate pencils 
and single slate board.  A large variety of toys were dominated by 68 marbles of which five may 
have been used as counters.  Other toys were more commonly associated with girls such as the 
glass eyes from dolls and pieces of toy tea sets.  There were also bone dominos and dice. 
 
Stick fragments from a fretted bone hand fan found in the deposit were made in China and were 
similar to others from Houses 7 and 19.  A broken fine-toothed ivory nit comb was one of several 
grooming items from the room.  It was nearly identical to others from Houses 7, 13 and 19.  The 
other grooming items included 21 vulcanite combs and one haircomb.  The reuse of a smoking pipe 
stem as a hair curler shows the thriftiness of one of the residents in House 11 (Figure 3.7.47). 
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Figure 3.7.47: Pipes and amber mouthpieces from the underfloor deposit beneath the rear room of House 
11. The pipe stem on the bottom left was reused as a hair curler. Gallery2.  Scale 10cm.     

 
 
There were three .22 rimfire cartridges belonging to a small handgun.  At least five buttons were 
from British military and Navy/Marines uniforms.  There were numerous buttons and studs from 
clothing worn by both genders.  Many of the copper-alloy trouser type buttons were marked by the 
names of tailors or shops from a number of different locations.  Two mother-of-pearl buttons or 
cufflinks were made before c.1800 and may have been part of treasured sets.  One had an incised 
floral design (Figure 4.67).48  A jacket button with a floral centre circled by small eagle heads was 
probably made in the USA.  It was identical to another found dumped in the backyard of House 9.   
 
There were ten coins, mostly British, including a French 5 Centimes (1861) and two Chinese cash 
coins that were probably used as gaming counters.  There were three trade tokens including one 
minted for the merchant Alfred Toogood of Pitt and King Streets, Sydney.  The other two were for 
New Zealand firms. 
 
The fireplace support (context 8554) in the rear room contained a silty deposit (context 8583) that 
was not dissimilar to the underfloor deposit in the rest of the room (Figure 3.7.48).  The deposit was 
tightly compacted, very dark brown and littered with small fragments of sandstock brick and 
sandstone.  The size of the artefacts and the location beneath the fireplace (within the support) 
suggest that although similar in composition, this deposit was different in nature to that of the 
underfloor deposit in the rest of the room.  Although this material was probably related to the 
occupation of the house it was likely to be a fill rather than an accumulation.  The artefacts were 
considerably larger in the fireplace deposit.  It contained bone fragments, ceramics and broken 
glass. 
 

                                                           
48 South 1964: Type 34 sleeve link with cast drilled eye. 
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A total of 95 animal bone fragments were recovered from the fireplace deposit.  Axial elements 
(such as vertebra) from sheep constituted the majority of the identified remains.  This was 
consistent with the rest of Area 8 as a whole.  The faunal assemblage was completed by bone from 
fish, rodents, pigs and birds.  In comparison with the rest of the underfloor material in the back 
room, far fewer species were represented, but those represented had similar characteristics and 
were in similar proportions.  The assemblage was typical of domestic refuse. 
 
Context 8583 also yielded eight glass artefacts, a total of seven items.  Datable glass was limited to 
crown window glass (1870TAQ).  Identified forms included a gin or schnapps bottle and two 
fragmented window glass panes. 
 
The fireplace deposit contained a total of seven ceramics (9 sherds), none of which featured 
conjoins with any other items nor were there any basemarks.  Overall the few ceramic items 
suggest a deposit dating from at least the 1830s onwards.  Only two of the ceramics could be 
identified by shape, a teapot and a cup. 
 

Figure 3.7.48: The fireplace (8554) in the rear room of House 11 after the removal of an underfloor-like 
accumulation (8583).  View to the south.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
Underfloor remains in the front room of House 11 were patchy and showed signs of contamination 
(Figure 3.7.50).  An area of largely intact underfloor deposit (context 8615) was present in the 
southwest corner of the room in an area of around 600mm x 500mm, and in the northeast corner in 
an area of around 700mm x 500mm.  Two other patches showed signs of heavy contamination with 
demolition or other material.  Context 8616 was in a large area of around 1.3m x 1.5m against the 
southern footing in the eastern half of the room.  Context 8617 was present inconsistently between 
the service trench 8586 and the western wall footing.  All three areas of underfloor deposit were 
excavated and sieved in accordance with the methodology used for 8583 and 8529 in the rear 
room.  
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Context 8615 was a tightly compacted, fine grained, grey-brown silt and sand mix.  Occasional flecks 
of demolition-like material were present at the surface.  The only large artefact within the deposit 
was a bone handled knife.  The provenance of the knife suggested it had been inserted between the 
coursing of the southern wall but disturbance to the wall and some movement of the underfloor 
sediment meant that this could not be confirmed.  In style it could date from c.1850 and may 
indicate the indulgence of superstitious behaviour by builders, perhaps at the time of house 
construction.  Discard material from the sieves was dominated by charcoal.  A few fragments of 
eggshell were present.   
 
There were also 26 glass fragments, representing 10 items.  Date-specific information was limited to 
tableware, including two press moulded items (1820TPQ), one acid etched item (1850TPQ) and one 
flashed item (1880TPQ).  
 
Artefacts categorised as miscellaneous were mainly found in context 8615 (Figure 3.7.49).  They 
included eight buttons, three of which were British Navy or Marines copper alloy buttons that were 
made for dress regulation standard uniforms.  Similar items were found in the deposit beneath the 
rear room.  Other men’s garments represented by the buttons included underclothes, trousers or 
shirts and a jacket.  The presence of women was less evident with four small glass beads, from 
jewellery or a dress, handbag or furnishing.  Items belonging to children were more common with a 
number of slate pencils and a variety of crayons and inexpensive playing marbles.  A lead pencil butt 
that was also in the assemblage may have been used by a tradesman or other profession as it had a 
wide rectangular section. 
 

Figure 3.7.49: Artefacts from the front room of House 11.  Artefacts are from deposit 8615 unless otherwise 
stated. Top row (left to right): eye; hook; glass beads, seed monochrome, bichrome; bugle 
monochrome; safety pin; shoe buckle. 2nd top row: pin; 3rd top row: buttons mounted 2-piece 
fabric; domed Navy/Marines; 4-sew-through bone; MoP (context 8617); mounted waistcoat? 
(context 8621). 4th top row: spoon handle; limestone marbles (context 8616). Iron lacework 
fragment on right (context 8617). 5th top row: pipe stems (context 8616). 2ndbottom row: lead 
pencil; grey crayon; thick slate pencil point. Bottom row: slate pencil.  Gallery2.  Scale 10cm.   
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One of just two cutlery items was a silvered Old English-style teaspoon.49  There was also a 
miniature copper alloy commemorative medallion minted in 1888 to celebrate the silver wedding of 
Edward Prince of Wales & Alexandra.  The obverse stated: 'IN COMMEMORATION OF THE SILVER 
WEDDING/OF/TH. R. HS/ALBERT EDWARD/PR OF WALES/-AND-/ALEXANDRA/PRS OF 
WALES/MARRIED/10th MARCH/1863'.  The reverse was less legible.  The date shows that the 
deposit probably continued to accumulate as late as 1890. 
 
Context 8616 was a very dark brown, loosely consolidated silt and sand mix that was more tightly 
compacted against the footing.  It was up to 50mm deep and had been considerably disturbed.  It 
contained a yellow sand and shell mix and highly fragmented sandstock brick.  Large pieces of 
ceramic dominated the artefact assemblage (discussed below) and there were 23 glass fragments, 
representing 12 items.  Among the glass artefacts was a George Whybrow oil or vinegar bottle that 
dated from 1825-1899 and a press moulded and panelled tumbler dating post-1830.  Results of 
analysis indicated an 1830-1900 date range for the glass artefacts.  The beverage-related artefacts 
were alcohol bottles. Food-related artefacts consisted of an oil or vinegar bottle and a tumbler. 
 

Figure 3.7.50: The remains of underfloor accumulations in the cavity beneath the front room of House 11.  
Considerable damage was caused by the brick footing of the NSW Fruit Exchange (left of image) 
and late 20th century piling (centre-right).  View to the south.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
Underfloor deposit 8617 was a mid-brown, moderately compacted sand and silt mix.  It contained 
highly fragmented sandstock brick and flecks of charcoal throughout.  Small pockets of clay and 
ironstone fragments had contaminated the deposit during the installation of services.  Discard from 
the sieves was dominated by small fragments of sandstone and sandstock brick.  It yielded 14 glass 

                                                           
49 Darker metal possibly Britannia plate, mark not visible. 
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fragments, representing 10 items.  The datable artefacts consisted of one fragment of crown 
window glass (with a TAQ of 1870) and a press moulded, panelled tumbler (1830TPQ).  Functionally 
identified artefacts included four alcohol bottles and two tableware items. 
 
The ceramics from all three deposits in the cavity beneath the front room were treated as a single 
assemblage.  The 11 decorative types were represented by the 39 items all commonly found in 
deposits dating from the 1830s onwards.  The decorative types found included black, blue, brown, 
green and purple transfer prints, blue flow, handpainted and gilded, pearlware, salt glaze, white 
glaze and whiteware.  Transfer printing was the most common decorative technique as well as blue 
flow ware which had 28 items. 
 
The ceramics from the front room underfloor deposits were indicative of the domestic sphere, in 
particular food-related activities concerning the serving, consumption and storage of food.  The only 
non-food items were the 16 ceramics that remained unidentified due to the sherds being too small 
to determine shape.  The 23 food-related items included a dish, a jug, a platter, three cups, four 
plates, two small plates, nine saucers and two bottles.  Just two transfer-printed patterns were 
identified here, ‘Willow’ and ‘Saxon Blue’, both in blue and on a total of six items.  Both patterns 
have been found on other Sydney historical excavations, especially the ubiquitous ‘Willow’ pattern.   
 
3.7.4.7 Occupation Evidence from the Cesspit at House 11 
The cesspit contained two fills, both deposited after the cesspit had ceased to be in use.  Context 
8664 was a waterlogged fill of industrial waste including slag, coke, coarse sands and other gravels.  
It was around 600mm deep, the waterlogged nature of the fill made interfaces difficult to detect.  
The bottom context (8663) filled the remaining 330mm of the cesspit.  It was dominated by 
industrial waste but also included a mixture of fine organic dark grey silts and sand.  No material 
associated with the use of the cesspit remained. The two deposits of 8664 and 8663 contained just 
11 ceramics (43 sherds).  Nine ceramics (39 sherds) were in context 8664 and two ceramics (4 
sherds) were recovered in context 8663.  The identifiable items represented a plate, a jug, a bowl, a 
bottle and two cups.  The domestic nature of these items contrasts with the industrial nature of the 
fill and indicates that they were probably associated with the occupation of the house rather than 
being an original part of the fill used to block up the cesspit. 
 
3.7.4.8 Occupation of House 13 
The Moroney family occupied House 13 from the time it was built until at least 1885.  Patrick was 
listed as owner/occupier until his death at age 46 in 1861. After that his family ran the dray business 
from the premises and his wife Mary Ann was listed as owner/occupier until her death in 1883.  By 
1885 House 13 and House 11 next door had been sold by the Moroney children, but Henry 
Christensen, husband of Mary Jane Moroney, still lived at No. 13 and was also listed as resident at 
No. 11.   
 
From the late 1870s until 1885 it seems that both houses were occupied by the Moroneys and the 
combined yard space, sheds and stables were used to run the family business.  Between 1868 and 
1882 the business regularly advertised for draymen: ‘one used to the town’, ‘one used to timber’ 
and for boys ‘to be generally useful’, and ‘to deliver milk’.50  There were also ads for ‘a strong lad, to 
take charge of a boat’, ‘an architect, to superintend the erection of a house’, and wanted 
advertisements that specifically referenced Mary Ann ‘a strong boy, about 14’ and ‘a respectable 
girl, about 15 years of age’.51  In 1867, Mary placed a wanted advertisement for a cottage piano, 
which, along with the ‘erection of a house’ and the employment of a young girl about the house, 
further adds to the picture of a successful family business and a woman with leisure time. 

                                                           
50 Sydney Morning Herald 24 August 1874, p 8.; 4 July 1882, p 12; 16 August 1875, p 8; 26 November 1868, p 8. 
51 Sydney Morning Herald 17 February 1880, p 10; 19 May 1870, p 8; 6 November 1874, p 8; 1 January 1878, p 8. 
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By 1888 the Moroneys were no longer residents of Steam Mill Street and William Finnie was living 
at No. 13 (Vol 5, Appendix 5.2.2 and 5.2.3).52  He was still there in 1891.  The last decade of the 
century saw at least two more residents: H. H. Solomon (a produce dealer) in 1893 and Adam 
Saubier in 1896.  Nothing is known of Saubier.  Solomon may be the same H. H. Solomon who lost 
his wife that same year while living at 118 Liverpool Street.53  It is possible that the death of his wife 
Sarah Jessie at 42 had prompted the move. 
 
3.7.4.9 Occupation Evidence within House 13 
 
Front Room 
Underfloor accumulations were poorly preserved in the cavity beneath the front room of House 13.  
The underfloor deposit in this room was divided into two context numbers to distinguish between 
intact underfloor (context 8609) and underfloor material that appeared to be contaminated 
(context 8608, Figure 3.7.51).  The intact accumulation (context 8609) was restricted to a patch 
measuring 1100mm x 800mm in the northeast corner of the room and a small patch measuring 
100mm x 100mm in the western half of the room.  It was a moderately compacted dark brown and 
fine-grained sand and silt mix heavily dominated by fine clay particles.  It contained occasional 
plaster and charcoal flecks and was no more than 30mm deep.  This material, like all underfloor 
deposits in Area 8, was excavated within a 500mm x 500mm grid and sieved through 5mm and 
3mm sieves.  It contained ceramic, bottle glass, nails and bone fragments.  The discard from the 
sieves included infrequent occurrences of charcoal and sandstock brick fragments.  Context 8608 
covered a broader area of around 2500mm x 800mm against the southern footing of the room.  It 
was excavated and sieved using the same methodology as 8609.  It had a similar sand/silt ratio but 
was littered heavily with sandstone and sandstock brick fragments.  It also contained plaster 
fragments and flecks of charcoal and very infrequent artefacts such as ceramic fragments and bottle 
glass, bone fragments and nails.  The discard from the sieves included sandstone, charcoal and 
sandstock brick fragments.   
 

Figure 3.7.51: The underfloor accumulation (context 8609) and contamination (context 8608) beneath the 
rear room of House 13.  View to the south.  Scale 1m.  

                                                           
52 Finnie’s address is given as 13 Steam Mill Street in the funeral notice of James Ryan, Sydney Morning Herald 20 October 
1888, p 24.  
53 Sydney Morning Herald Thursday 13 April 1893, p 1. 

8608 
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Context 8609 yielded 35 glass fragments, 9 items, while context 8608 yielded 55 glass fragments, 26 
items.  There was a paucity of date-specific information for the glass artefacts, which produced a 
vague 1820–1870 date range for glass.  Identified shapes from these contexts included 13 alcohol 
bottles, 15 items of window glass and a lamp chimney for an oil lamp.  Alcohol bottles included beer 
or wine and gin or schnapps. 
 
A total of 19 ceramics (21 sherds) were recovered from the two deposits, with ten items in 8608 
and nine in 8609.  Nine decorative types were represented by the 19 ceramics, all are commonly 
found in 19th-century domestic deposits that date from the 1830s onwards.  Most of the items 
were unable to be identified by shape because of the very small size of the sherds.  The only items 
that were identified were two saucers and three plates.   
 
A total of 15 miscellaneous and related artefacts were recovered from the two deposits.  Like the 
glass and ceramic, the artefacts were consistent with a mid to late 19th-century domestic 
assemblage.  A smoking pipe from within deposit 8608 was made in Sydney by an early pipemaker, 
William Cluer 1802-c.1846.  As moulded clay pipes tend to break fairly quickly after purchase this 
piece may have been used by one of the first residents of the house.  The toys were typical of those 
played with by boys and girls during the Victorian period.  A striped agate marble, one of the most 
prized, was notable. 
 
Rear Room or Kitchen, House 13 
As has been the pattern with the other houses along Steam Mill Street, the rear room of the house 
contained a much more substantial underfloor deposit (context 8630) than that of the front.  An 
artefact-rich, grey-brown mix of fine sands and silt was present to a depth of up to 100mm across 
the cavity (Figure 3.7.52).  It was littered heavily with charcoal.  Discard from both the 5mm and 
3mm sieves was dominated by charcoal.   
 

A total of 380 ceramic items (465 sherds) were recovered from the underfloor deposit in the cavity 
of the rear room (Figure 3.7.52).  Overall the ceramics found were those commonly associated with 
a domestic assemblage dating from the mid 19th-century onwards.  Twenty-six decorative types 
were identified, with blue transfer printing being the most common.  The other styles included 
banded, blue flow, black flow, black transfer print, brown transfer print, clobbered, creamware, 
edgeware pearlware, edgeware whiteware, gilded, green flow, handpainted bone china, 
handpainted moulded and gilded, handpainted whiteware, moulded whiteware, purple transfer 
print, red transfer print, rockingham glaze, salt glaze, sprigged, white glazed bone china and semi-
vitreous fine earthenware, white-glazed and moulded, whiteware and yellow ware.  
 
There were eight transfer-printed patterns on 62 items.  The only items not in blue transfer print 
were a blue flow ‘Willow’ pattern plate and a green transfer-printed ‘Rhine’ pattern cup.  The 
remaining 60 items were all in blue transfer-print and included the ‘Albion’, ‘Asiatic Pheasants’, 
‘Fibre’, ‘Palestine’, ‘Park Scenery’, ‘Rousillon’, and ‘Willow’ patterns.  Overall, the ceramics 
identified within this room had functions associated with the serving, consumption and storage of 
food, including a dish, a jug, platters, cups, egg cups, plates, small plates, saucers, bottles (ginger 
beer and stout bottles), household maintenance (a blacking bottle), household ornamentation (a 
figurine and a lid), literacy (an ink bottle), and personal hygiene (an ointment/toothpaste jar).  
There were 30 cups, 51 plates and 41 saucers, representing the frequency of use of these items and 
their susceptibility to breakage.  The high number of stoneware bottles (41) may be a reflection of 
direct consumption.  Thirteen were able to be definitively identified as either ginger beer or stout 
bottles.   
 
The deposit contained 253 glass items (619 fragments).  All of the 93 beverage-related artefacts 
were alcohol bottles, including beer/wine and gin/schnapps.  The majority of the 19 food-related 
artefacts were tableware, including stemware and tumblers.  The deposit also included a mirror, a 
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perfume bottle, a castor oil bottle and a prism for a fancy oil lamp that would have been in a public 
room, such as a parlour/dining area.  Mirrors, while more affordable by this time, were still 
expensive.  There was a high relative frequency of tableware, consistent with a dining area. 
 
 

Figure 3.7.52: The underfloor accumulation (context 8630) beneath the rear room of House 13 showing 
piling damage in the centre of the room.  View to the east.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
A total of 2237 miscellaneous and related artefacts were recovered from the underfloor deposit in 
the cavity beneath the rear room of the house.  Overall the artefacts from this deposit were typical 
of a domestic assemblage dating from the mid to late 19th century.  However, when viewed with 
those from the addition at the rear, the representation of sewing-related items is notable.  The 
items were largely associated with the clothes of women or girls, but many male clothing buttons 
were also found.  Within this deposit were pins, thimbles, a bodkin and bobbin and two pairs of 
scissors.  A very high number of beads, mainly small glass types commonly used to embroider 
dresses, bags and furnishings, were also found in the two rooms (Figure 3.7.53).  Jewellery 
beadwork may also have been done.  According to the finds the work was mainly done in the 
kitchen with only pins and beads in the deposit associated with the addition.  There were a wide 
range of buttons and other fasteners and part of a corset (Figure 3.7.54).   
 
There were 11 coins in the underfloor accumulation. The date range of minting was 1853-1887. 
There were seven trade tokens, two of which were minted for Hanks and Lloyd Tea Mart merchants 
to commemorate the opening of the Sydney Railway in 1855.  Another four advertised Professor 
Holloway’s pills and ointments, perhaps one of the residents was a loyal customer.  The most 
unusual was a token made at the start of the partnership of ironmongers Brown and Duthie of New 
Plymouth, New Zealand (1866-c.1888).  The item was in good condition and very attractive with a 
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depiction of Mount Taranaki on the reverse.  In addition there was a token made of pewter or lead 
with a single die-struck 3-spoked wheel design.  These rare tokens were of a type made for many 
centuries in Britain.  In Sydney they are generally found on pre-1850s sites and thought to have 
been used as work jettons or gaming counters.   
 
 

Figure 3.7.53: Beads from the underfloor deposit beneath the rear room of House 13 (context 8630).  For 
detailed information about these items see Stocks Vol 3, Section 8.2.    Gallery2.  Scale 10cm. 

 
 
The jewellery and accessories revealed something of the style and taste of individual residents.  
Female items included a carnelian pendant inlay, a gold earring in a foliate design and a number of 
coloured paste ‘gems’ from rings.  Male items include broken swivel rings, possible watch chains 
and glass inlays from rings or brooches.54 
 
There were numerous recreational items including a hand cut, turned and polished chess piece and 
two harmonica reed pieces55.  All the marbles in the deposit were inexpensive types with the 
majority being made of plain or painted limestone.  There were several porcelain ‘China alleys’ with 
different painted decoration and those of glass such as hand-made core swirls and reused Codd 
patent bottle stoppers (‘Pop alleys’).56  The two carnelian ‘Blood alleys’ would have been prized.  
Two of the marbles were older and may have been curated or collected.  Made of clay, these were 
the ‘Colonial white’ (c.1550-c.1830) and the ‘Stoneware glazed’ (c.1750-c.1830). 
 
The pipes favoured by certain residents of the house were made in Scotland and England by large 
firms.  There was a range of short cutties useful for smoking while working, as well as European-
influenced bent and composite models that were better suited to leisurely smoking (Figure 3.7.55).  
Most pipes were made of ball clay (kaolin) but there were a few mouthpieces of bone and amber.   
 

                                                           
54 Stocks 2013, Vol 3, Section 8.2: Figure 3.37. 
55 Stocks 2013, Vol 3, Section 8.2: Figure 4.11, Figure 4.15.  
56 Stocks 2013, Vol 3, Section 8.2: Figure 3.45. 
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Figure 3.7.54: Buttons, studs and cufflinks of various types from the underfloor deposit beneath the rear 
room of House 13 (context 8630).  For detailed information about these items see Stocks Vol 3, 
Section 8.2.  Gallery 2.  Scale 10cm.   

 

Figure 3.7.55: Smoking artefacts from the underfloor deposit beneath the rear room of House 13 (context 
8630). Gallery2.  Scale 10cm.   
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A broken fine-toothed ivory nit comb was one of several grooming items from the room.57  It was 
nearly identical to others from Houses 7, 11 and 19.  The other grooming items included 17 
vulcanite combs and two haircombs.58   
 
Attached Room at rear of Kitchen 
An underfloor deposit was also present within the room attached to the rear of the house (context 
8585).  It consisted of a dark brown, very fine sand/silt mix incorporating fragments of sandstone 
and charcoal.  The deposit was patchy.  It was deepest where it had accumulated in the unfilled cuts 
for the bearers.  The accumulation was excavated using the same methodology as the other 
underfloor deposits.  The deposit contained nails, shell, slate, broken bottle glass and bone 
fragments.  The discard from the sieves included charcoal, eggshell and sandstock brick fragments.   
 
There was also an earlier accumulation beneath context 8585 (context 8614).  It was lighter in 
colour, had a greater silt content and was very tightly compacted.  It was littered liberally with small 
(3-5mm) ironstone gravels.  Deposit 8614 was excavated and sieved according to the same 
methodology as 8585.  Small fragments of bone and shell accounted for most of the artefact 
assemblage.  The accumulation had variable depth and coverage across the room.  It was up to 
55mm deep in places.  Discard from the sieves was dominated by ironstone gravels but also 
included sandstone fragments and charcoal.  
 
The ceramics contained in both deposits were very much alike, with some subtle differences in the 
soil matrix being the only noted variation between the two contexts.  Deposit 8585 contained a 
total of 67 ceramics (80 sherds) and deposit 8614 contained 114 ceramics (172 sherds).  Twenty-
two decorative types were represented by 181 ceramics.  Blue transfer printing was most common.  
The range of decorative types followed the pattern of the other rooms in House 13 and included 
blue flow, blue handpainted Chinese porcelain, black flow, black transfer print, blue transfer print, 
blue transfer-printed pearlware, gilded, green transfer print, handpainted whiteware, purple 
transfer print, salt glaze, spongeware, white glazed bone china and semi-vitreous fine earthenware, 
whiteware, brown transfer print, clobbered, handpainted and gilded, lead glaze, red transfer print, 
Rockingham glaze, sprigged and yellow ware.   
 
Sixty-five items were able to be identified by shape.  The remaining 116 items were unidentified 
because of their small sherd sizes.  The ten identified shapes from a domestic activities, with the 
items identified with the direct consumption of food being particularly well represented: cups (10), 
plates (24), saucers (12), a breakfast cup and a teapot.  The remaining identified items were 
associated with storage (bottles), food serving (platters), household ornamentation (a figurine) and 
personal hygiene (an ewer and a poe).  Plates were the most commonly identified shape.  
Seventeen of them featured the ‘Willow’ pattern which also appeared on two platters, suggesting 
that a dinner service with matching pieces may have been used at some stage during this phase of 
occupation. 
 
There were 388 items categorised as miscellaneous across both deposits, 320 from deposit 8585 
and 68 from deposit 8614.  As a whole they were typical of a domestic assemblage dating from 
around the mid 19th century onwards (Figure 3.7.56).  However, the high concentration of pins 
(total 88 for the room) and small beads (total 138 for the room) was notable. 
  

                                                           
57 Stocks 2013, Vol 3, Section 8.2: Figure 4.5. 
58 Stocks 2013, Vol 3, Section 8.2: Figure 3.40.  
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Figure 3.7.56: Selected artefacts from the underfloor deposit beneath the addition at the rear of House 13 
(context 8585). Left-right, top row: glass beads. 2nd top row: pin; comb tooth; slate pencil; lead 
weight; praying kneeling (pregnant?) doll; bone, button/brooch; buttons; aes buttons; aes leg from 
household item. 3rd top row: pipes. Bottom row: marbles, glass alley; China alley; Bennington; 
limestone, some painted.  Gallery2.  Scale 10cm.   

 
 
A multitude of activities were conducted in this room but in general the number and range of 
artefacts were less.  Many artefacts related to sewing, embroidery with beads and probably 
dressmaking.  The numerous buttons included a range of utilitarian types used to fasten under and 
outer clothing of both genders.   
 
More unusual was a copper alloy scale chinstrap piece from a military or policeman’s helmet that is 
likely to have belonged to a resident.  The small percussion cap from a pistol may have belonged to 
the same person. 
 
The number and range of the beads and other jewellery was comparable to but less than in the rear 
room of the house.  Almost all were small seed, barrel or bugle beads that were commonly used for 
embroidering dresses, bags or household furnishings as well as for jewellery.  Some bugles were 
long and perhaps suitable for lampshades fringing.  The larger wound bead and Bohemian (Czech 
Republic) facetted types were more likely to have been threaded onto necklaces.59 
 
There was a bone chess piece from a similar or the same set as that in the rear room of the house 
and also the rear room of House 9.  An unusual glazed porcelain doll in a praying attitude was found 
(Figure 3.7.56).   There were only two coins and two tokens in this room.  The trade token was 
minted for Peek and Co. Tea Stores in 1852.  The other token was made of lead or pewter with a 
single die-struck design.  It was similar to others found in the rear room of House 13. 
 
3.7.4.10 Development and Alteration to the Properties at No. 11 and No. 13 
During the 40 or more years these two houses were occupied there were several minor changes to 
the properties that were visible in the archaeological record.  The underfloor cavities in the houses 
were filled and the yard surfaces were built up.  The lots were connected to the sewerage system 
and the cesspits were replaced with WCs.  These developments are likely to have occurred in the 

                                                           
59 Stocks 2013, Vol 3, Section 8.2: Figure 3.36. 
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early to mid 1870s, although some artefactual information from the underfloor deposits suggests 
that they may not have been infilled until the late 1880s or after.  The underfloor cavities were 
probably filled by a municipal order as all the houses along Steam Mill Street appear to have been 
modified in the same way with the same materials irrespective of ownership.  This may have 
occurred as a result of the inspections by the Sub-Committee of the Sewage and Health Board.  It 
may have been to prevent rats occupying the space beneath the floorboards, and was probably a 
measure to discourage the spread of disease and ill-health.  It would have also stopped the 
underfloor cavity from flooding during rainy periods.   
 
The cavities beneath each ground floor room in both houses were filled in the same way.  The 
floorboards were lifted and the vacant space was filled with red, white and yellow clays and coarse 
industrial waste. It is likely that the floorboards in some of the rooms were then replaced as there 
was no sign that the clay had ever acted as a surface, and the joists had not been removed despite 
the fact that would have hindered the infilling operation.  In the front room of House 11 however, 
the timber floor was replaced with a brick floor.  The clays used to infill the cavities were up to 
200mm deep in all rooms and included fragments of sandstock brick, sandstone and charcoal.  The 
gravel-like industrial waste fills were up to 60mm deep and included slag and coke.  The clays were 
beneath the industrial waste in all cases.  In House 11 the clays were represented by contexts 8515 
and 8560 and the other fill used to seal the cavities (the industrial waste) was numbered 8513 and 
8559.  In House 13 the clays were represented by context numbers 8563, the addition at the back of 
the house), 8580 (the front room) and 8579 (the rear room) and the industrial waste by contexts 
8577 and 8578. 
 
The brick floor (context 8558) that replaced the timber one in the front room of House 11 was 
created from damaged whole and half-bricks (Figure 3.7.57, building materials samples #30, #176-
178, #185).  A dark sandy material was packed tightly between the bricks in scant quantities.  The 
whole sandstock bricks had dimensions of 230mm x 110mm x 70mm and were dated from between 
1850 to 1900.  Some were flat while others had rectangular or cigar-shaped frogs.  Remnants of the 
brick floor covered an area of around 1m x 3m in the northeast of the room.  Late 20th-century 
piling activity had significantly damaged the paving in the centre of the room.  
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Figure 3.7.57: The front room of House 11 showing the remains of brick paving used to resurface the area in 
front of the fireplace and possibly the rest of the front room (context 8558) above bitumen 
surfacing (in the east of the room).  This combination was unusual and was not seen in any of the 
other houses.  North is at the bottom of the image.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
In the additional at the rear of House 13, the clays seemed to have acted as the new surface, as it 
did not appear as if the floorboards were replaced after the underfloor cavity was filled.  There was 
an accumulation of occupation-related material above the cavity fill 8563, which supports this 
(Figure 3.7.58).  Notably, it had the characteristics of a yard surface, rather than an interior. This 
accumulation (deposit 8525) was a tightly compacted, very dark brown, sand/silt mix dominated by 
fine clay particles.  It contained fragments of sandstock brick, nails, broken bottle and window glass.   
 
Evidence of an occupation deposit within the shed was also found above the levelling fill 8557 and 
within the impressions left by the joist (Figure 3.7.59).  The occupation material was described by 
context number 8527.  It was a tightly compacted but friable sand and silt mix, with the 
characteristics of a yard deposit.  It was littered with sandstone fragments, flecked with coke and 
charcoal and contained bone fragments, ceramics, iron and broken glass.   
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Figure 3.7.58: An occupation-related accumulation (context 8585) beneath the addition at the rear of House 

13.  View to the north.  Scale 1m. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.7.59: Patches of occupation-related material (context 8527) above clays 8557 in the northern room 

of the shed.  View to the north.  Scale 1m.  
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3.7.4.11 Yard Development 
 
House 11 
A small area of paving including sandstone slabs and sandstock bricks (context 8547) was laid 
immediately at the rear of House 11 after the installation of services (Figure 3.7.30, Vol 4: Plan 
10.33).  The paving was laid on the levelling fill 8551/8626.  The levelling fill had developed a skin of 
soot on its surface.  The pavers were also laid on the fill 8549 in the area of the service trench.  The 
paving had been damaged considerably in the late 20th century and just one paver remained in 
place.  The impressions of three others were partially intact.  The pavers were rectangular but not 
of uniform size.  The remaining paver had dimensions of 740mm x 240mm x 200mm.  The 
impressions of the other pavers suggested that their size was similar.  The sandstone was worn 
smooth on its upper surface and edges.  The pavers were oriented east-west and were laid head-to-
head in at least three rows.  It appeared that sandstock bricks and half-bricks were used to replace a 
damaged or missing paver at some point during the occupation of the house.  The bricks appeared 
re-used.  They were fractured and their corners were damaged.  Tightly-packed soot (context 8550) 
was present between all of the paving elements (see Vol 2, Section 7.4: Figure 10.16). 
 
Further paving (context 8667) was laid at the rear of the yard (Figure 3.7.60; Vol 4: Plan 10.32).  
After the cesspit had been backfilled, a levelling fill of industrial waste including slag, coke, coarse 
grey sands and ash was spread in the vicinity of the cesspit.  This served to create a flat surface on 
which the sandstone paving was laid. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7.60: Sandstone block paving (context 8667) at the rear of No. 11.  It was cut by a late 20th-century 

service pipe.  To the north of the stone paving was yard surface (context 8519) and seem remnant 
brick paving. View to the north.  Scale 1m. 
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The sandstone paving (context 8667/8653) was constructed from rectangular sandstone blocks and 
slabs of varying size.  The largest block in the arrangement was 985mm x 351mm x 188mm.  The 
smallest was 243mm x 198mm x 187mm.  The blocks were not arranged in rows, because of their 
varying size, but generally the long sides of the stone were oriented east-west.  Considerable 
damage occurred to the eastern paving during the installation of a large water pipe in the late 20th-
century.  Only an area of 1.75m x 3.9m remained.  Because of the damage in the east and piling 
activity in the northwest, it was difficult to estimate the original extent of the paving, although it did 
not appear to continue more than 900mm to the east beyond the service trench.   
 
House 13 
In the yard of No. 13, an area of sandstone and sandstock brick paving (context 8733) was located 
at the rear, adjacent to the shed.  Heavy disturbance in the late 20th century had destroyed much 
of the paving and made its original extent and pattern difficult to determine (Vol 4: Plan 10.34).  At 
the time of excavation it covered an area of 2.6m x 2.15m in the southwest corner of the yard, but 
was patchy and centrally disrupted by piling (see Vol 2, Section 7.4: Figure 10.24).  The paving 
included sandstock and machine-made bricks and rectangular sandstone blocks and slabs of varying 
size.  The largest sandstone block was 600mm x 300mm in plan, the smallest 200mm x 200mm.  The 
sandstone blocks were arranged haphazardly to accommodate the different sizes, but generally the 
longest side was oriented north-south.  The sandstone was in a rectangular area of 1.3m x 750mm.  
Surrounding it were patches of sandstock and machine-made bricks arranged in rows stretcher 
fashion.  The machine-made bricks were 220mm x 60mm x 110mm.  The sandstock bricks were 
badly damaged and most likely re-used.  Machine-made bricks dominated the arrangement.  The 
1865 survey shows a brick structure in this area of the yard, contemporary with the large shed 
(Figure 3.7.31).  Although no evidence was found for a structure corresponding to this, 8733 may 
represent the floor of this building.  Stables or a coach house, both of which were associated with 
Houses 11 and 13, are likely to have had floors of this type.   
 
3.7.4.12 Plumbing 
There was no evidence of a toilet in Houses 11 or 13, although plumbing belonging to Phase 7 was 
installed beneath the footings of House 11.  Damage to the lower course of sandstone footings 
occurred at its north and south exit points and in the footing for the dividing wall.  The pipe ran 
loosely parallel to the footings for the front room, and diagonally beneath the rear room, exiting the 
structure near the southeast corner of the house.  The salt-glazed earthenware pipe was encased in 
an early concrete within the area of the footings (Figure 3.7.61; Vol 4: Plan 10.33).   
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Figure 3.7.61: The concrete-encased pipe (context 8692) installed beneath the footings and rooms of House 
11.  View to the west.  Scale 1m. 

 

 
3.7.4.13 House Repairs/Modifications 
Evidence of repairs or renovation in the rear room of House 13 was present in the form of 
demolition/construction material (context 8633) above the underfloor deposit.  Context 8633 was a 
spread of coarse-grained orange sands and crushed shell and plaster that fringed the footings of the 
dividing and west wall to a distance of 750mm and a depth of 40mm (see Vol 2, Section 7.4: Figure 
10.23).  The construction material was littered heavily with large fragments of window glass.  It is 
likely that this repair or modification to the rear room took place after the floorboards were 
removed but before the cavity was filled (see above). 
 
3.7.5 No. 15 Steam Mill Street (Lot 55) 
No. 15 is discussed as a standalone property, as its development and ownership appears to have 
been independent of other properties in the street. 
 
3.7.5.1 First Owners 
In 1856 the lot was shown as ‘vacant’ and it was not purchased until 1858 when Thomas Barker sold 
it to John McNamara for £144 (Vol 5, Appendix 5.2.1).  The inflated price suggests that the lot may 
have already had a house built on it by the time it was sold.  The McNamara family was to retain 
ownership of the lot for the remainder of the century. 
 
  


